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Purpose: Detection of subtle microcalcifications in digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a challeng-
ing task because of the large, noisy DBT volume. It is important to enhance the contrast-to-noise
ratio (CNR) of microcalcifications in DBT reconstruction. Most regularization methods depend on
local gradient and may treat the ill-defined margins or subtle spiculations of masses and subtle
microcalcifications as noise because of their small gradient. The authors developed a new multi-
scale bilateral filtering (MSBF) regularization method for the simultaneous algebraic reconstruction
technique (SART) to improve the CNR of microcalcifications without compromising the quality of
masses.
Methods: The MSBF exploits a multiscale structure of DBT images to suppress noise and selectively
enhance high frequency structures. At the end of each SART iteration, every DBT slice is decomposed
into several frequency bands via Laplacian pyramid decomposition. No regularization is applied to the
low frequency bands so that subtle edges of masses and structured background are preserved. Bilateral
filtering is applied to the high frequency bands to enhance microcalcifications while suppressing
noise. The regularized DBT images are used for updating in the next SART iteration. The new MSBF
method was compared with the nonconvex total p-variation (TpV) method for noise regularization
with SART. A GE GEN2 prototype DBT system was used for acquisition of projections at 21 angles
in 3◦ increments over a ±30◦ range. The reconstruction image quality with no regularization (NR)
and that with the two regularization methods were compared using the DBT scans of a heterogeneous
breast phantom and several human subjects with masses and microcalcifications. The CNR and
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the line profiles of microcalcifications and across the
spiculations within their in-focus DBT slices were used as image quality measures.
Results: The MSBF method reduced contouring artifacts and enhanced the CNR of microcalcifica-
tions compared to the TpV method, thus preserving the image quality of the structured background.
The MSBF method achieved the highest CNR of microcalcifications among the three methods.
The FWHM of the microcalcifications and mass spiculations resulting from the MSBF method was
comparable to that without regularization, and superior to that of the TpV method.
Conclusions: The SART regularized by the multiscale bilateral filtering method enhanced the CNR
of microcalcifications and preserved the sharpness of microcalcifications and spiculated masses.
The MSBF method provided better image quality of the structured background and was superior
to TpV and NR for enhancing microcalcifications while preserving the appearance of mass margins.
C 2015 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4903283]
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a new imaging
modality that utilizes limited-angle computed tomography
technology to provide quasi-three-dimensional (3D) structural
information of the breast. It has been demonstrated that DBT
can reduce tissue overlap and improve the differentiation
of normal tissue and suspicious masses. DBT holds strong
promise to improve sensitivity for detecting subtle mass
lesions compared to mammography.1–20
DBT reconstruction can be modeled as a limited-angle
cone-beam tomographic problem. DBT system acquires a
small number of low-dose x-ray projections of the breast
at different projection angles over a limited angular range.
The dose used for each projection view is a small fraction
of that used in a conventional mammogram and detector
noise is added to each projection. The noise level in the
DBT projection images is therefore high. In addition, because
the projection data are acquired only from a limited angular
range, tomosynthesis reconstruction is a severely ill-posed
problem. When the tomosynthesized slices are reconstructed
from the projection view images, the noise is propagated to the
reconstructed volume because of the underdetermined linear
system of DBT. The noise affects the visibility and detectabil-
ity of subtle microcalcifications (MCs) in the reconstructed
DBT images.
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Regularization is an effective technique to suppress image
noise. However, breast images contain subtle features and
structured textural background that are more complex than im-
ages of natural scenes. These subtle features include MCs, ill-
defined or spiculated mass margins, and normal fibrous tissue,
ducts, and vasculatures. A major challenge of implementing
regularization in DBT reconstruction is to preserve the im-
age quality of significant features and other tissue structures
while reducing noise. Subtle MCs that have low contrast may
be inadvertently treated as noise and smoothened. The ill-
defined margins and spiculations of masses may be distorted
or blurred. This will reduce their conspicuity and may cause
misdiagnosis of subtle spiculated masses.
Both linear and nonlinear noise regularization methods
have been widely used in general image processing field to
suppress image noise. A number of regularization methods
and noise models have been designed based on the image
data and the purpose of image processing. Conventional
linear filtering is sufficient to remove additive Gaussian
white noise.21 However, noise smoothing filters will also
remove high frequency components in the image data, thus
failing to preserve the edges and other texture structures.
Various nonlinear noise regularization techniques have been
studied for removing noise while preserving edges.22–26 These
nonlinear regularization techniques use the property of edges
to estimate their locations and try to navigate filtering across
the edges. The physical features of the image data are therefore
important for the success of denoising.
Several noise suppression techniques have been proposed
for DBT reconstruction. The gradient-based regularization
method such as the total variation method was shown to be an
efficient method to preserve edges of relatively high-contrast
signals in tomosynthesis reconstruction.27,28 The compressive
sensing method with gradient-based penalty term was used
for MC enhancement29 or radiation dose reduction30 in DBT.
The anisotropic diffusion type method was used to improve
image quality of DBT reconstruction for MC detection in
the spatial domain.31–33 The iterative penalized maximum
likelihood method with an edge-preserving generalized Huber
penalty function34 was used for improving contrast-to-noise
ratio (CNR) or detectability of MCs in DBT. All these
previous methods intend to enhance MCs by suppressing
noise. However, most existing regularization methods for DBT
reconstruction are designed for general image applications and
are driven by local gradient. These methods work well for
strong edges and textures which have good features for the
singularity indicator. Although they can successfully enhance
the contrast of MCs and reduced noise, they may not preserve
the quality of mass margins and subtle tissue structures
because of their low gradient edges.
Previously, we developed anisotropic diffusion-based meth-
ods to selectively apply regularization to different categories
of pixels. The pixels were automatically classified into two
categories, potential signals and background noise based on
the local gradient31 or the contrast-to-noise ratio.32 Different
degrees of regularization were applied to potential signal lo-
cations and noise locations separately. No regularization or
lower degree of regularization was applied to the potential
signal locations to preserve potential signals, while higher
degree of regularization was applied to the background to
smooth noise. The diffusion-based methods were effective
to improve image quality of MCs, however, they may treat
mass margins and spiculations as background noise because
of their small gradients and low contrast, thereby blurring
these important features. To preserve the image quality of
background tissue structures, we developed a multiscale regu-
larization method for DBT reconstruction.35 A DBT slice was
decomposed into different scales via wavelet transform. No
regularization was applied to the component at the coarsest
scale. Soft thresholding denoising was applied at the other
scales. To enhance the contrast of MCs, we used a combination
of specific lesion characteristics of MCs including CNR, size,
shape, and edge gradient to search for potential signals, and
the wavelet coefficients at the locations of the potential MCs
are excluded from soft thresholding. Since no regularization
was applied at the potential signal locations, when a pixel
was determined to be a part of a potential signal, its CNR
would be enhanced relative to the smoothened background in
the regularized image. To avoid creating false signals in the
reconstruction, a more adaptive regularization method without
the selection strategy of the potential signals from background
noise is needed.
In this study, we developed a new multiscale bilateral
filtering (MSBF) method for iterative DBT reconstruction
to improve the CNR of MCs without compromising the
quality of masses and soft tissue background structures.36
The multiscale structure of DBT data was exploited to
preserve the image quality of mass margin, spiculations
from masses and architecture distortions, and normal tissue
structures while bilateral filtering was designed to enhance
MCs globally. The MSBF method was used in conjunction
with the simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique
(SART) in our implementation for DBT reconstruction.
However, in principle, the MSBF method does not depend on
specific iterative reconstruction techniques. The performance
of the new regularization technique was compared with that
of the nonconvex total p-variation regularization method
(TpV)29 and reconstruction with no regularization (NR). The
performances of the three methods in terms of the CNR of
MCs and the sharpness of subtle signals and spiculations
in terms of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) were
quantitatively compared.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.A. Breast tomosynthesis system
A GE prototype GEN2 DBT system in the breast imaging
research laboratory at the University of Michigan was used
to acquire DBT scans in this study. The imaging geometry of
this DBT system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The distance from
the x-ray focal spot to the fulcrum of rotation is 64 cm,
and the x-ray source rotation plane is parallel to the chest
wall and perpendicular to the detector plane. The system has
a CsI phosphor/a:Si active matrix flat panel digital detector
with a matrix size of 1920×2304 pixels and a pixel pitch
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F. 1. Geometry of the GE prototype GEN2 digital breast tomosynthesis
system used in this study. X -direction is parallel to the tube rotation axis,
Y -direction is parallel to the x-ray source motion direction, and Z -direction
is the depth direction.
of 0.1× 0.1 mm. The digital detector is stationary during
image acquisition. The system uses a step-and-shoot design
and acquires projection view (PV) images from a total of 21
angles in 3◦ increments over a ±30◦ range in less than 8 s.
The DBT system uses an Rh-target/Rh-filter x-ray source for
all breast thicknesses.
2.B. Simultaneous algebraic reconstruction
technique
SART was used for DBT reconstruction in this study.37
SART is an iterative reconstruction algorithm which can
be easily adapted to different imaging geometries. The linear
attenuation coefficient of each voxel is updated simultaneously
using all rays in one projection. The number of imaged volume
updates in one SART iteration is equal to the number of
projections. The details of our implementation of the SART
and its use with other regularization methods have been
discussed previously.31,32,38
In our reconstruction, the voxel dimensions of the imaged
volume in both the X and Y directions were chosen to be
0.1 mm, the same as the pixel pitch of the detector. The slice
spacing in the Z direction was chosen to be 1 mm. A ray-
tracing method similar to the Siddon algorithm was employed
to calculate the contribution of each voxel to the forward
projection.39 Logarithmic transformation was applied to the
raw pixel intensities of the PV image before reconstruction.
The projection model assumed a monoenergetic x-ray source
and ignored the effects of scattering and beam hardening,
similar to the approach by Wu et al.3,40
2.C. Multiscale bilateral filtering
SART is expected to converge to a weighted least
square solution of the DBT reconstruction problem,41 which,
however, is not stable. The noise in the projection views is
propagated into the reconstructed image volume and the DBT
image noise is magnified with increasing number of iterations.
Breast images contain structures and potential signals
with a wide range of spatial frequency contents. Masses and
structured tissue background have relatively low-frequency
content, and MCs and noise have relatively high-frequency
content. To preserve the image quality of masses and breast
tissue in the low frequency bands when suppressing noise
in the high frequency bands, we use multiscale transform to
decompose a DBT slice into different scales, which facilitates
the application of different degrees of regularization to the
different scales.
2.C.1. Laplacian pyramid decomposition
The Laplacian pyramid decomposition (LPD) method
decomposes data into different frequency bands with a multi-
scale structure. It was first introduced as an image compression
scheme by Burt and Adelson.42 In medical imaging field, LPD
has been used for image enhancement in radiography.43–47 We
previously evaluated the effect of LPD on the detection of
MCs on digitized mammograms43 and masses on full field
digital mammograms.45 The Laplacian pyramid is a sequence
of difference images L0,L1,. . .,Ln−2. Each is the difference
between two consecutive levels of the Gaussian pyramid
G0,G1,. . .,Gn−1, where G0 is the original image. Given a pos-
itive real number α, let wα be a 5× 5 Laplacian filter as the
tensor product of a one-dimensional Laplacian filter(
0.25− α
2
,0.25,α,0.25,0.25− α
2
)
, (1)
and its transpose. Each subsequent level of the Gaussian
pyramid in the decomposition tree is then generated as
follows:
Gi+1=D[Gi⊗wα], (2)
Li =Gi−EXPAND[Gi+1], (3)
for i = 0,1,. . .,n−2, where D is the downsampling operator by
a factor of 2, ⊗ is the convolution operator, and the pixel value
at (s,t) of the upsampled image EXPAND[Gi+1] is defined by
EXPAND[Gi+1](s,t)= 4
2
k=−2
2
l=−2
wα(k,l)Gi+1
(
s− k
2
,
t− l
2
)
.
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The n-level decomposition tree {L0,L1,. . .,Ln−2,Gn−1} can be
used to recover the original image as follows:
Gi = Li+EXPAND[Gi+1], (5)
for i = 0,1,. . .,n − 2. Details of the decomposition and
reconstruction processes can be found in the literature.42
2.C.2. Bilateral filtering
Using the LPD, the individual DBT slices after each
iteration are first decomposed into different frequency bands.
The mass margins and spiculations fall mainly into the low-
frequency bands while MCs, edges, and noise fall mainly into
the high-frequency bands. To preserve masses and structured
tissue background while removing noise, no regularization is
applied to the low-frequency band (Gn−1) while high degrees
of regularization are applied to the high-frequency bands
(L0,L1,. . .,Ln−2). In the high-frequency bands, MCs may
be distinguished from noise by either stronger gradient or
larger size. For high-contrast MCs, strong gradient is a good
indicator of potential signals. For subtle MCs, the size of the
signals, in addition to the local gradient, has to be considered
to suppress noise while preserving potential signals.
Bilateral filtering is a nonlinear filter which exploits both
geometric uniformity in the spatial domain and intensity sim-
ilarity in the range.48,49 Bilateral filtering has a fundamental
relationship with the Beltrami flow,50 local mode filtering,51
Bayesian approach,52 anisotropic diffusion,25,53 and robust es-
timation.24 Bilateral filtering has been widely applied to de-
noising and image enhancement for general image processing,
computer graphics, and medical imaging.26,54–56 In general,
bilateral filtering performs as a nonlinear smoothing operator
B defined by
B[I](x)= 1
Cx

x′∈Sx
Gσd(∥x− x ′∥)Gσr (|I (x)− I (x ′)|)I(x ′), (6)
where Sx is a set of neighborhood points around the pixel with
its coordinate denoted as vector x, ∥x−x′∥ is the Euclidean
distance between two pixels x and x′, |I (x)− I (x′)| is the ab-
solute difference in pixel values at x and x′, respectively, Gσ
is a Gaussian function with standard deviation σ, the weight
of spatial distribution

Gσd(∥x−x′∥) : x′ ∈ Sx
	
is called a do-
main filter and the weight of intensity variation distribution
Gσr (|I (x)− I (x′)|) : x′ ∈ Sx
	
is called a range filter, σd and
σr are the standard deviations of the domain filter and range
filter, respectively, and Cx is a normalization factor defined
by
Cx =

x′∈Sx
Gσd(∥x−x′∥)Gσr (|I (x)− I (x′)|). (7)
Note that the domain filter and the range filter are shift-
variant, which cause high computational cost for the nonlinear
filtering.
With the multiscale structure from the LPD, bilateral fil-
tering is applied to the high frequency bands while no regu-
larization is applied to the low frequency band, the following
multiscale bilateral filtering scheme is obtained. Given an
n-level LPD tree {L0,L1,. . .,Ln−2,Gn−1}, the multiscale bilat-
eral filtered image G˜0 can be reconstructed as follows:
G˜n−1=Gn−1, (8)
G˜i = B[Li]+EXPAND[G˜i+1], (9)
where i = 0,1,. . .,n−2.
Multiscale bilateral filtering regularization is applied to the
DBT images slice by slice at the end of each SART iteration
and the denoised DBT volume is used for the next SART
iteration. A flow chart of the SART-based DBT reconstruction
using multiscale bilateral filtering is shown in Fig. 2.
2.D. Figures of merit
To evaluate the image quality of the reconstructed MCs
and masses, the CNR of selected signals and the FWHM of
selected line profiles intersecting the MCs or mass spiculations
on the reconstructed DBT slices were measured and compared
among the regularized reconstruction methods.
The normalized line profile and its FWHM in the
focal plane of a signal were used to measure the in-plane
image sharpness. For MCs, two line profiles approximately
intersecting the center of the calcification in the direction
perpendicular to the chest wall (X) and the direction parallel
to the chest wall or the x-ray source motion direction (Y )
were chosen. Each line profile was obtained by averaging
one to three parallel lines to reduce noise, depending on
the size of the MC being analyzed. For spiculations, the
centerline of a spiculation was rotated to the vertical direction
using linear interpolation, then a line profile was obtained by
averaging three neighboring horizontal lines intersecting the
spiculation. The baseline of each line profile was estimated
F. 2. Flow diagram of SART-based DBT reconstruction with multiscale
bilateral filtering regularization.
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from a linear fit to the background pixels in the neighborhood
of the object of interest and subtracted from the line profile.
A Gaussian function was used for curve fitting of the
background-corrected line profile. The FWHM of the line
profile is defined as
FWHM=
(
2
√
2ln2
)
σ, (10)
where σ is the standard deviation of the fitted Gaussian
function.
The CNR value was used to measure the contrast of the
MC relative to the background noise in a region of interest
(ROI) neighboring the MC. The CNR value is defined as
CNR=
IROI− IBG
σBG
, (11)
where IROI is the mean pixel value in a selected ROI centered
at the center of the MC, IBG is the mean pixel value in an
ROI of a neighboring background region located on the same
slice, and σBG is the standard deviation of pixel values in
the background ROI. The ROI for a signal was selected as a
3×3-voxel square for large MCs and 1×1-voxel square for
small MCs. The ROI for the background noise for a given
MC was selected as a 40×40-voxel square from a relatively
uniform region near the MC with gray levels similar to those
surrounding the MC.
2.E. Study conditions
SART with MSBF regularization was applied to DBT of
breast phantoms and human subjects. The MSBF method was
compared with the nonconvex TpV regularization29 and SART
without regularization. The TpV method was implemented
following the pseudocode and the parameters described by
Sidky et al.29 The p value was chosen to be 0.8, which was
also used in our previous study.31 The comparisons were
performed over five iterations of SART and the images after
five iterations were analyzed. The reconstruction volume was
initialized to have a uniform value of zero.
A three-level decomposition (n = 3) was performed for
the LPD in this study, and the parameter α of the Laplacian
filter used for the LPD in Eq. (1) was selected as 0.375
empirically. The Laplacian filter with α = 0.375 is shown in
Fig. 3. There are two parameters related to the performance
of the bilateral filtering. The width of the range filter, as
determined by the standard deviation σr , controls the weights
in the range. When σr is too large, the range filter is relatively
smooth and the bilateral filter will behave like a spatial
Gaussian filter. When σr is too small, the bilateral filter
will be dominated by the range filter and may behave like
a conventional gradient-based diffusion method. In general,
the choice of σr should be related to the local noise level,
such that bilateral filtering will reduce noise and preserve
the signals above the noise level. In our application, the
noise level is estimated adaptively to the individual DBT
volume as follows. The breast parenchymal region on each
DBT slice is split into nonoverlapping 20×20 pixel ROIs. The
root-mean-square (RMS) variation of pixel values within each
F. 3. Plot of the two dimensional tensor product Laplacian filter when
α = 0.375.
ROI, after the background level is subtracted, is calculated
and averaged over all ROIs on the same slice to estimate
the noise level. To avoid discontinuity between neighboring
slices, the RMS values are averaged over all slices and the
σr value for the whole volume is set to be this mean RMS
value. Therefore, the value of σr is automatically calculated
for each DBT volume in our implementation of the bilateral
filter. The calculated value of σr falls into the range of [0.005,
0.02] after the voxel values of the reconstructed slices are
normalized to the range of [0, 1].
For the domain filter, the width of the Gaussian filter is
controlled by the standard deviation σd, which determines
how many neighboring points are involved in the weighted
average. The σd value is related to the signal scale. The op-
timal regularization parameter σd is selected experimentally,
as shown below.
2.F. Breast phantoms
The modular breast simulating phantom57 consisted of a
stack of five 1-cm-thick 50% adipose/50% glandular hetero-
geneous slabs that mimic the composition and parenchymal
pattern of the breast (CIRS, Inc.). We arranged the slabs in
the stack in four different orders and each was imaged as a
different phantom. Clusters of calcium carbonate specks of
three nominal size ranges (0.25–0.30 mm, 0.18–0.25 mm, and
0.15–0.18 mm) (CIRS, Inc.) were used to simulate MCs of
different conspicuity levels (high, median, and subtle contrast,
respectively). Several clusters of each contrast group were
sandwiched at random locations between the slabs in each
phantom. The exposure conditions for all phantoms were fixed
at Rh/Rh 29 kV and a total of 50 mAs for the 21 PVs,
which was estimated to produce the same mean glandular dose
(about 1.1 mGy) as a single-view digital mammogram for a
breast of similar composition and thickness as the phantom
using the standard dose mode in a GE essential digital mam-
mography system.
For each phantom, we randomly selected three sets of
specks, four samples for each set, representing high, median,
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F. 4. Examples of simulated MC clusters of three contrast groups in the breast phantoms: (first row) high contrast, (second row) median contrast, (third row)
low contrast, from which one of the 16 MC samples were selected for the analysis of CNR and FWHM. First column: NR. Second column: TpV, with p = 0.8.
Third column: MSBF, where σd = 2 and results after five iterations were shown. The same window and level settings were applied to images in the same row.
and subtle contrast MCs, respectively, from the different
groups of simulated MC clusters. In total, we analyzed 16
samples from 16 clusters in the four phantoms for each
contrast group. The same three sets of simulated MCs
were used for the analysis of CNR and FWHM in the
phantom images reconstructed under the various conditions
and parameter settings. Examples of clusters of the three size
ranges are shown in Fig. 4.
2.G. Human subjects
DBT scans of human subjects were collected with IRB
approval and written informed consent. Patients who were
recommended for biopsy of a suspicious lesion in the breast
were eligible. Because the true size of a given MC in the
breast is not known and analysis based on size grouping is
difficult, only a few individual MCs of a range of conspicuity
were quantitatively analyzed for demonstration purposes. The
MCs and mass spiculations were chosen from two DBT of
human subjects containing a malignant spiculated mass, one
with and the other without MCs. Other human subject images
were used only for subjective visual comparisons.
3. RESULTS
3.A. Breast phantoms
The dependence of the CNR of the simulated MCs in the
reconstructed images on the σd of the domain filter is shown
in Fig. 5. The σr value of the range filter was set to be the
RMS values adaptively determined for each DBT slice, as
described above. For a given contrast group, the CNR was
averaged over the 16 samples, and the standard deviation is
shown as error bars. It is seen that the mean CNR increased
with increasing σd at small σd values. The CNR reached a
broad maximum and decreased gradually when the σd value
F. 5. Dependence of CNR values on the standard deviation of domain
filter σd for three different groups of simulated MCs. Each CNR value was
obtained by averaging 16 simulated MCs from 16 clusters of a given nominal
size in four breast phantoms, and the error bars indicated one standard
deviation of the 16 measurements.
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continued to increase. The σd value that provided the highest
CNR varied among the three contrast groups and fell in the
range of 1–3 pixels. The σd value approximately indicates the
minimal signal scale that the filtering method preserves. The
larger the nominal size of the signals, the larger the optimal
σd value was under the conditions studied.
The average FWHM values of the gray-level line profiles of
the selected MCs in DBT of the breast phantoms were plotted
in Fig. 6. Because of the noisy images and the variations of the
MC sizes in each size group, the error bars were very wide.
There was no clear trend of the FWHM values in either the X-
or the Y -directions. For the MCs in all three contrast groups,
the FWHM values were comparable for different domain
filters, and they were comparable to the reconstruction with
NR, which was equivalent to the data points at σd = 0.
F. 6. Dependence of FWHM values on the standard deviation of domain
filter σd for three different groups of simulated MCs, where results after
five iterations were shown. Each FWHM value was obtained by averaging
16 simulated MCs from 16 clusters of a given nominal size in four breast
phantoms, and the error bars indicated one standard deviation of the 16
measurements. (a) X -direction: perpendicular to x-ray source motion. (b)
Y -direction: parallel to x-ray source motion.
F. 7. Comparison of CNR values obtained from three different recon-
struction methods for three different groups of simulated MCs. Each CNR
value was obtained by averaging 16 simulated MCs from 16 clusters of a
given nominal size in four breast phantoms, and the error bars indicated one
standard deviation of the 16 measurements. The CNR values at σd = 2 and
5 iterations were shown for MSBF. There were no functional relationships
between data points of the three methods. The line connecting the data points
of each MC contrast group was plotted to facilitate visual comparison.
We compared the reconstruction results with the TpV
method, the MSBF method, and no regularization. The CNR
values of the signals from the three contrast groups were
shown in Fig. 7. For the MSBF method, the CNR values
obtained with σd = 2 were plotted. Both the TpV method
and the MSBF method substantially improved the contrast of
the signals. In terms of CNR values, the MSBF method was
superior to the TpV method and the NR method. On average,
the MSBF method achieved 10%–20% higher CNR values
than the TpV method and 50%–200% higher CNR values
than the NR method.
The in-plane signal sharpness in terms of the FWHM of the
MCs in the X- and Y -directions were compared in Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b), respectively. The σd value was again fixed at 2 in
the MSBF method for all contrast groups. The trend of the
FWHM values among the three methods was similar in both
the X-direction and the Y -direction. For high-contrast signals
(0.25–0.30 mm group), the TpV method found the signals
based on their large gradients, and the reconstructed signals
were sharper than the results with no regularization. However,
for relatively subtle signals (0.15–0.18 mm group), the TpV
method might have smoothened the signals and caused larger
FWHM values due to blurring. On average, the FWHM values
of the MSBF method were more consistent with those with
no regularization, indicating that the MSBF method was more
effective in preserving the shape of signals in terms of the
FWHM values.
3.B. Human subjects
We applied MSBF regularized SART to DBT of a number
of human subject breasts. We visually compared the MCs
and the appearance of spiculations and breast parenchyma
in the reconstructed images using σd value ranging from 1
to 5. When σd value is close to 1, the reconstructed images
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F. 8. Comparison of FWHM values obtained from three different recon-
struction methods for three different groups of simulated MCs. Each FWHM
value was obtained by averaging 16 simulated MCs from 16 clusters of
a given nominal size in four modular breast phantoms, and the error bars
indicated one standard deviation of the 16 measurements. The FWHM values
at σd = 2 and 5 iterations were shown for MSBF. (a) X -direction: per-
pendicular to x-ray source motion. (b) Y -direction: parallel to x-ray source
motion.
appeared noisy and spurious noise points were seen in the
reconstructed images. When σd value is close to 5, the recon-
structed images appeared smooth and some subtle MCs were
blurred. In combination with the results of parameter selection
study with phantoms described above, we empirically selected
the σd value as 3 for the domain filter. An example of a cluster
of MCs of various sizes from a DBT of a human subject
reconstructed with MSBF using different standard deviation
of domain filter σd is shown in Fig. 9.
Two DBT scans of human subjects containing a malignant
spiculated mass, one with and the other without MCs were
chosen for quantitative analysis. MCs of three sizes were
selected. Figure 10 shows an example of an in-focus DBT
slice containing a large spiculated mass and a large number
of MCs of various sizes reconstructed using different regular-
ization methods. The slice was located at 2.8 cm above the
breast support plate. Three calcifications of different sizes that
had their best focused plane on this slice were selected and
numbered as shown. Visual comparison of the images indi-
cated that both the TpV [Fig.10(b)] and the MSBF [Fig.10(c)]
methods significantly reduced the noise level and preserved
the sharpness of the spiculations. However, the TpV method
caused staircasing (i.e., contouring) artifacts in the soft tissue
background, as seen in the ROI in Fig.10(d), and aggravated
local discontinuity of the spiculations. No staircasing artifacts
were apparent in the MSBF regularized images and the texture
of the soft tissue background appeared more natural. The
MSBF method was less prone to the discontinuity of the spicu-
lations and provided stronger contrast enhancement for subtle
MCs than the TpV method compared to NR. Examples of
the low-frequency component and high-frequency component
of the same cluster without regularization and with MSBF
were presented in Fig. 11. Comparison of the high frequency
component (second row) showed that the bilateral filtering
substantially suppressed the noise and preserved the important
features of the original image.
The CNR values of the selected MCs for the three methods
are compared in Fig. 12. In terms of the CNR value, the MSBF
method was superior to the TpV and NR methods for MCs
of different sizes. The MSBF method achieved 100%–140%
higher CNR than the NR method and 20%–60% higher CNR
than the TpV method.
The in-plane signal sharpness in terms of the FWHM of
the MCs in the X- and Y -directions is compared in Figs. 13(a)
and 13(b), respectively. The trends are different than those
from analysis of the phantom images, probably because of the
large uncertainty with a single measurement. One similar ob-
servation was that for small signals (e.g., signal 3), the FWHM
might increase due to smoothing if the regularization method
mistakenly treated them as noise. However, the CNR might
still be improved compared to that without regularization
because the noise was reduced, as shown in Fig. 12.
The MSBF method provided better image quality than the
TpV method for low contrast spiculations, as illustrated by
the examples in Fig. 14. Figure 15 compares the FWHM
values of the line profiles perpendicular to the centerlines of
the spiculations for the three methods. The FWHMs obtained
from the MSBF method were similar to those from the NR
method, and both were smaller than those from the TpV
method, indicating that the MSBF method better preserved
the shape of low contrast structures such as spiculations
and fibrous tissue while the TpV method might introduce
additional blurring. While the TpV images appeared to be
less noisy than the MSBF images, the staircasing artifacts
were apparent in the TpV images. In comparison, the MSBF
method reduced the noise and enhanced the MCs without
changing the parenchymal texture substantially.
4. DISCUSSION
In this study, we designed a regularization framework
that exploits the multiscale structure of image features in
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F. 9. Example of a cluster of MCs of various sizes from a DBT of a human subject reconstructed with MSBF using different standard deviation of domain
filter σd. The same window and level settings were applied to the three images.
the breast to suppress noise while preserving subtle mass
spiculations and structured tissue background for iterative
DBT reconstruction. The multiscale structure is derived by
decomposition of the reconstructed data from the current
SART iteration and the denoised DBT data serve as input
to the next SART iteration. No regularization is applied to
the low frequency band to preserve the complex and subtle
structured tissues, which prevents the staircasing artifact58
from the TV-type regularization methods. TV-type regular-
ization is useful in enhancing high contrast edges and signals.
F. 10. (a) A spiculated mass with MCs of various sizes from a mediolateral–oblique view DBT of a human subject reconstructed without regularization. The
in-focus DBT slice for the three selected calcifications is shown. The three selected signals were numbered in approximately decreasing size and contrast. The
reconstructed slice using (b) nonconvex TpV (p = 0.8) and (c) MSBF (σd = 3) for regularization. All three images were displayed with the same window
and level settings. (d) Zoomed-in region of interest (yellow rectangle) at a spiculation in (b) for three different methods: NR (upper-left), TpV (upper-right), and
MSBF (lower-left). All three ROI images were displayed with the same window and level settings.
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F. 11. Examples of the low-frequency component and high-frequency component of a spiculated mass with MCs of various sizes from a mediolateral–oblique
view DBT of a human subject after five iterations: (first column) no regularization, (second column) with MSBF. First row: low-frequency components; second
row: high-frequency components, MSBF (σd = 3) reduces the noise substantially. Images in the same row are displayed with the same window and level
settings.
However, it is difficult to determine a stopping criterion that is
appropriate for the complex breast structures over the whole
image domain. As a result, TV-type regularization may over-
smooth some structures and subtle mass spiculations and
create the staircasing artifact. For the MSBF method, we
experimentally determined that three-level LPD is adequate to
F. 12. Comparison of CNR values obtained from three different reconstruc-
tion methods for three MCs in Fig. 10.
separate low frequency structured background and noise (see
Fig. 11). For both phantom data and human subject data, the
MSBF method removed the noise effectively while enhancing
the contrast of MCs and preserving structured background.
With human subject data, the ability of MSBF in preserving
the subtle mass spiculations was demonstrated. From both
FWHM analysis and visual comparison, the MSBF preserved
the shape of the signals and structured tissues relatively well
in comparison to that of NR. The TpV method was more
variable such that it showed a trend to sharpen high-contrast
calcifications while blurring low-contrast subtle calcifications
and spiculations.
The multiscale structure decomposition in this study was
achieved by the LPD. However, the multiscale decomposition
is not limited to LPD and other multiscale analysis methods
may work as well. Note that MCs may not have strong
directional geometric features; therefore, the directional
multiscale analysis method such as wavelet transform or
curvelet transform may not have advantages over the LPD
method for the purpose of microcalcification enhancement.
Since bilateral filtering is a nonlinear filtering method,
the point-to-point weighted average calculation results in
high computational cost. Parallel computing, especially GPU
computing, is usually employed to alleviate the problem.
In our implementation, for a typical DBT volume with
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F. 13. Comparison of FWHM values obtained from three different recon-
struction methods for three MCs in Fig. 10.
dimensions of 1470×2304×61, the bilateral filtering applied
to the whole volume caused 6350 s with one computation
thread on a CPU of 3.47 GHz and 24 GB of system memory,
compared to 5 s on the same workstation using a NVIDIA
Tesla C2070 computing processor (6 GB GDDR5 RAM, 448
processing cores). Currently, our SART and LPD have not
been implemented on GPU. The total elapse time (SART +
LPD + bilateral filtering) for five iterations was 3625 s, which
included the input/output time of the image data from/to a
network drive at various stages of the process. Compared to
the total time, the computational cost of bilateral filtering with
GPU is negligible.
In our preliminary exploration of multiscale regularization
methods for DBT reconstruction,35 we used multiscale
wavelet decomposition and constrained regularization by a
characteristic map which was generated via image feature
analysis to identify potential microcalcification locations in
the DBT volume. Soft thresholding denoising was applied
at the high frequency bands while the wavelet coefficients
at the locations of the potential MCs were excluded from
soft thresholding. Although this method was found to be
effective for MC enhancement, it has the disadvantages that it
depends on the accuracy of the characteristic map. Subtle MCs
may be preserved at the cost of retaining a large number of
potential signal locations, which can become false signals after
enhancement. The current method eliminates the need for the
characteristic map. With proper selection of the parameters of
the bilateral filter, the MSBF method is found to be relatively
adaptive to DBT of various parenchymal structures.
We incorporate the MSBF method into the SART frame-
work. In practice, the MSBF method is applicable to any itera-
tive reconstruction method for any imaging geometry. Even for
noniterative reconstruction method such as the filtered back-
projection (FBP) method, the MSBF could also be employed
as a post-processing method to enhance the CNR of MCs in
DBT images.
FBP is a popular method for tomographic reconstruction.
For the FBP method of DBT reconstruction, an important task
is to design the filter, which may depend on many factors
such as the tomographic angle, angular increments, and noise
of the DBT acquisition. An extensive optimization study is
needed in order to achieve good image quality with FBP, as
with any reconstruction methods. We have not studied the
filter design for the FBP method so that we cannot easily
compare SART with MSBF to FBP with MSBF. If other
researchers who have a FBP algorithm optimized for DBT
reconstruction and are interested in such a comparison, we
will make the raw phantom images available to facilitate the
comparison.
The clusters of calcium carbonate specks in the breast
phantoms have three nominal size ranges, as provided by
the manufacturer. The actual size of an individual speck
was unknown and it varied even for specks of the same
nominal size. To estimate the FWHM of a line profile across a
reconstructed speck image, voxels along the line profile of the
speck were selected to fit a Gaussian function after removing
the background. For large specks, because of the in-plane and
out-of-plane blurring from the limited-angle reconstruction,
there could be 4–7 voxels along the line profile across the
reconstructed speck to fit the Gaussian function. For small
specks, the number of voxels along the line profile could be as
small as 4. The Gaussian curve fitting was sensitive to noise,
especially when there were few points to fit. In such cases,
the termination condition of the iterative curve fitting method
was adjusted individually to obtain the best fitted curve for
the given speck. The noisy curve fitting and the variation in
the physical size of the specks resulted in large variances in
the FWHM estimations.
The FWHM curves have different patterns in X- and Y -
directions (Fig. 6). The FWHM values in the X-direction
almost overlapped with each other, while the separation in
the FWHM values in the Y -direction were relatively large,
especially for the 0.25–0.30 mm and 0.18–0.25 mm groups.
This difference may be caused by several factors. Our SART
reconstruction assumed monoenergetic x-rays but the x-ray
source was polyenergetic. The beam hardening effect59–61
would introduce streak artifacts, which could contribute to
the darker shadows around the MCs in the Y -direction.
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F. 14. The regions of interest around three selected subtle spiculations using the NR (left column), TpV (middle column), and MSBF (right column) methods,
respectively. The arrows with numbers indicate the spiculations of which the FWHM was analyzed in Fig. 15. The MSBF images (σd = 3) are often noisier
than the TpV images, but the contrast of the calcifications in the MSBF images are more enhanced, as demonstrated in the region around spiculation 1. TpV
regularization can cause staircasing artifacts as seen in the regions around spiculations 2 and 3 in the middle column (marked by arrows). Images in the same
row are displayed with the same window and level settings.
In addition, the limited-angle DBT reconstruction causes
interplane artifact in the depth direction (Z), and stronger
in-plane artifact along the x-ray source motion direction
(Y ) than that along the direction perpendicular to the x-ray
source motion direction (X). All these artifacts can affect the
estimation of FWHM of the MCs. The blurring due to oblique
incidence of the X-ray beam to the detector and to the slice of
substantial thickness (1 mm in our study) for reconstruction is
also much stronger in the Y -direction than in the X-direction.
These factors may affect the FWHM estimation to different
degrees for different speck sizes. We will investigate the
impact of beam hardening and other factors on the sharpness
of the MCs in future studies.
In the breast phantom, clusters of calcium carbonate specks
were sandwiched between the slabs, which created an air gap.
The nominal sizes of the specks ranged between 0.15 and
0.30 mm. The slice spacing in the depth (Z-) direction was
1 mm. The air gap might cause a small partial volume effect
F. 15. Comparison of FWHM values on three different reconstruction
methods for three spiculations in Fig. 14.
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on the reconstructed voxels neighboring the air gap. Note
that the breast phantom study was conducted to evaluate
the dependence of the image quality of MCs on the MSBF
parameters and the relative performances of the different
regularization methods. Because the partial volume effect was
present for all specks and under all reconstruction conditions,
its impact, if any, on the relative performances and parameter
selection should be minor.
5. CONCLUSION
The multiscale bilateral filtering regularization method
for DBT reconstruction exploits the multiscale structure of
image information in DBT. It is effective in suppressing noise,
enhancing the visibility of MCs, and preserving the image
quality of subtle spiculations. The effects of regularization
on the image quality of MCs and spiculated masses were
evaluated quantitatively using DBT images of breast phantoms
and human subjects. The results demonstrate that the SART
regularized by the MSBF method enhanced the CNR and
preserved the sharpness of MCs. The MSBF method did
not cause substantial blurring of spiculations compared to
without regularization. It reduced staircasing artifacts on the
regularized images, in contrast to the TpV method. The MSBF
reconstruction has the potential to improve the CNR of MCs
without compromising the image quality of masses and the
soft tissue background structures in DBT.
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